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Never Let Me Go - Hunger Games Catching Fire
Santiago Laserna

This is the authors own work.
I like this song but no cords were available anywhere yet.
I m just a novice player, but I did what I could to get the
song correct as I hear it - please enjoy.

(Intro)
Bm       G

Bm       G

Bm
What are the rules to the game that we play
       G
Are we left here to fight all alone

Bm
Theres  so many things that I wish I had known
       G
when I started to walk on my own

Bm                                          G
somebody said it was all just a game But Im not having fun anymore
Bm
Were telling this lies and we laugh and we cry
G
Can somebody save us
A
Somebody say...
(Chorus)
Bm           A                           Em
Never let me go,  Ill give you more this time
                            G
Just dont ever change your mind
Bm             A                             Em
Move the other way,  Theres  nothing left to see
                           G
The strangers not you its me

Bm G

Bm
So may days that I wandered alone
            G
through the streets that I used to call home.

Bm
Feeling so hurt Im just kicking the dirt till the



G
sun dries me up like a stone

Bm
Is this what you wanted is this what you needed is
G
this how they said it would be

Bm
Were telling this lies and we laugh and we cry
G
can somebody save us?
A
Somebody say...
(Chorus)
Bm           A                           Em
Never let me go,  Ill give you more this time
                           G
Just dont ever change your mind
Bm             A                              Em
Move the other way,  Theres  nothing left to see
                          G
The strangers not you its me

                          Bm  A
The strangers not you its me...
                          Em   G
The strangers not you its me...
                          Bm   A
The strangers not you its me...
                          Em   G
The strangers not you its me...

( instrumental )
Bm A
Em G
Bm A
Em G
(Chorus)
Bm           A                            Em
Never let me go,  Ill give you more this time
                            G
Just dont ever change your mind
Bm             A                             Em
Move the other way,  Theres  nothing left to see
                           G
The strangers not you its me

Bm G
Bm G


